2021 Rankings Kickers

(5 star Kickers)
1. Graham Nicholson (Ohio)
“Graham is a tremendous athlete with a monster leg and tremendous consistency.
Graham has had a tremendous HS career so far and has trained with GWK for years now.
His Kickoffs are D1 ready and has FG range from 60+ yards off of the ground He is also
a tremendous punter who hits consistently over 40 yards with 4.8+ second hang time! He
has the potential to be a 3-position starter at the Division 1 level. OFFER NOW!”
2. Trey Gronotte (Kentucky)
“Trey is a great all-around athlete and shows extreme confidence in any situation. He
shows great consistency off of the ground and has range out to 60+ yards. His Kickoffs
are D1 ready! Trey has played in multiple state championship games throughout his HS
career and embraces the pressure of the big moment. OFFER NOW!”
3. Gage Puterbaugh (Indiana)
“Gage is a tremendous young man with a great attitude and work ethic. He has shown
great consistency on FGs and has range out to 60 yards off of the ground and has a D1
leg on kickoffs. He dominated in all 3 phases at our most recent Extreme Exposure Event
in Ohio. He has all of the tools to succeed at the Division 1 level! OFFER NOW”

(4.5 Star Kickers)
4. Noah Hughes (Ohio)
“Noah is one of the hardest working young men in the nation and shows great attitude
and work ethic every time out. He shows consistency and great range on FGs off of the
ground and is almost D1 ready on kickoffs! He also shows the potential to be a big time
Punter. I look forward to seeing Noah develop into a D1 scholarship guy very soon!”
5. Luke Dobson (Ohio)
“Luke is a very consistent lefty and shows great attitude and work ethic whenever we see
him. He shows consistency and range on FGs and is very solid on kickoffs! Excited to
see him continue to train with GWK and take his game to the next level! Big potential
here with Luke”

College Coaches: Please Contact Andrew Gantz for any
details on any Kicker or Punter listed above
(937) 654-8180

